
 

Shilo Community Barn 
Teacher Styles 

 
Teacher: Avantika Waleryszak   Style: Kripalu Yoga   Time: Monday AM 
This all-levels class is gentle, yet dynamic, with every session specially designed to activate vitality, 
intuition and a sense of inner well-being. The intention for each class is to awaken the interplay 
between the mental body, physical body and universal life force energy, also known as prana.  
 
Teacher: Avantika Waleryszak       Style: Yin/Restorative Yoga          Time: Monday PM 
Avantika’s practice focuses on unwinding the stress and tension of the day, while awakening a sense 
of inner calm and well-being. Utilizing props to support the body, postures are held for longer 
periods of time, while mindful attention and relaxing breath work cultivates deep inner peace and 
tranquility.  
 
Teacher: Jonas Zev           Style: Zev Method           Time: t/o the week  
The Zev Method is an intelligent and dynamic yoga practice informed by the traditional systems of 
Ashtanga yoga and Ayurvedic medicine. It focuses on breath-movement coordination for the mindful 
development of balanced strength, lightness of movement, and relaxation.  
 
Teacher: Kampa Vashi Deva (Nicanor)       Class: Tai Chi   Time: Tuesday PM 
This is an All-Levels Class. Tai-Chi Chuan consists of a series of dynamic soft movements and 
postures centered on the theory of Yin-Yang. 
 
Teacher: Jonas Zev         Class: Meditation        Time: Wed/Fri AM 
This is a silent non-led meditation held in a sacred space, that begins and ends with a bell.  Meditation 
cushions are available. 
 
Teacher: Lauri Sowers         Style: Ayurvedic Yoga        Time: Wednesday PM 
This is an Level 2 Yoga Class that embodies the principles of Ayurveda. Ayurveda is the traditional 
Hindu system of medicine, which is based on the idea of balance in bodily systems and uses diet, 
herbal treatment, and yogic breathing.  
 
Teacher: Nina El-Badry         Class: Zumba             Time: Saturday AM 
Zumba involves dance and aerobic movements performed to energetic music. The choreography 
incorporates hip-hop, soca, samba, salsa, merengue and mambo. Squats and lunges are also included. 
 
Teacher: Mackensie Satya Pria  Style: Intelligent Embodiment  Time: Sun/Thu AM 
Mackensie’s’ classes embrace the wisdom and technology of the Anusara yoga principals. It is breath 
guided and poetry inspired practice; providing an experience that is truly profound, powerful and a 
doorway into the depths of your own being.  
 

CLASS LEVELS 
L1 (Level 1): Relaxation 
L2 (Level 2): Energetic 
L3 (Level 3): Athletic 

 
 


